A statement that can be easily proved using a theorem is often called a corollary
of that theorem. A corollary, just like a theorem, can be used as a reason in a prooi.

nes
4.L

4.2

The acute angles of a right
triangle are complementary.

There can be at most one right or
obtuse angle in a triangle.

G

l---'-t--,
Example: mLG + mLJ
You

W

:90

will prove Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 in

Exercises

42 and 43.

Fight Angles

SKI JUMPING Ski jumper Simon
Ammann of Switzerland forms a right
triangle with his skis and his line of
sight. Find mL2 if mLl is 27.
Use Corollary 4.1to write an equation.

mLl-t mL2:90
27 +

Concapt ChecK

mL2:90 Substitution
mL2: 63 Subtract 27 from each side.

1. OPEN

ENDED Draw

a triangle. Label one exterior angle and its remote

interior

angles.
FIND THE ERROR Najee and Kara are discussing the Exterior Angle Theorem.
N

ajee

mL'l-+ mLZ =

Who is correct? Explain yo.rr r"urorrirrg.

Guided Practico Find the missing angle measure.

Find each measure.

5. mLI
6. mL2
7. mL3
188

Chapter

4

Congruent Triangles

Kara

mLl

mL1

+ mLz+ rnLA =

::

180
i'

Find each measure.

8. mLl
9. mL2

65

FIND THE ERROR

25

--ttt'[,
a---rr.
Applicalion

10.

-]

Explain to

,\

students that Kara's
equation
could only be true in
_
the special case when

F

sKl JUMPING American ski jumper

mL3: mL4:90.

Eric Bergoust forms a right angle with
his skis. It mL2 - 20, find *.1. 20

\
About tho Exorcises...
Organization by Objective
. Angle Sum Theorem:1!-17
o Exterior Angle Theorem:

increased d

1B-38

Oddr/Even Assignments

Find the missing angle measures.
70.5, 70.5

Exercises 11-38 are structured
so that students practice the
same concepts whether they
are assigned odd or even

problems.

Assignment Guide
Basic: 11-35 odd,

41.,

49,45,

46-64

Average: 1145 odd, 46-64
Advanced: 1.244 ev en, 45-58
(optional: 59-64)

Find each measure.
15. mLl 76
'1.6.

17.

mz 2 76
mt3 49

Find each measure if
18. mLI 64
20. mL3 116

22.

mt\

32

mL4:

mLS.
19. mL2 53
21. mL4 32
23. mL6 44

24. mL7 89
Find each measure.
25. mz-7'123
26. mz2 28

27. mL3 14
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i"'sPrlo SKATTNG . For Exercises 2g-31, use the forowing
information.
speed skater catriona r-u-uy
ooli o"tI vqrta.-rd
eu'uaa rorms
forms at least
lee
two sets of triangles
u."d exterior angles as she
ii skates. Use the i
i of given angles to"urrru,
find each
: measure.

i

mL1

zZ\
mL3
mL4

0nline Research Data update

lg:#;T::d

i

n speed, LutNi. vlr:,

Find each measure if nLDGF

6peed ixating........

andwLAGC:40.

Catriona Lemay Doan is
the first Canadian to win
a Gold medal in the same

32. mL7
34. mL3

r

I

_u

53

33. mL2
35. mL4

event in two consecutive
Olympic games.
Source:

:

Use the rnternet or other
resource to find the
inii,#.iuo, etryo n i n e. c o m / d ata pd

lrwcatrionalemaydoan.

HOUSING For Exercises 36_3g,
use
the following information.
The two braces for the roof
of a house
.-form triangles. Find each measure.
36. mL7
37. mL2
38. mL3

ftiftJif
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For Exercises 39-44, write
the specified type of proof.

39. flowproof
Given: LFGI

= LIGH

cttru

Prove:

LF: LH

40. two-column
Given: ABCD is a quadrilateral.
prove: rLDAB +
mLB +
wLBCD + mLD: 360

D

41. two-column proof of Theorem
4.3
43. paragraph proof of Corollary
4.2
ltr

aDl1.l-

r ?r rrr r'rr

.

42. flow proof of Corollary 4.1
44. two-column proof of Theorem

4.2

ate to

46.
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p ose

d at the

b e ginning

How are the angles of triangles used to make kites?
lnclude the following in your answer:
r if two angles of two triangles are congruent, how you can find the measure of
the third angle, and
o if one angle measq90, describe the other two angles.
Practice

rdizod

47. lnIlte triangle, what is the measure of tZZ

@ra

?ractica

<E1_€>{I>

A

with two angles measuring 75o.
Ask students to use the theorems
in this lesson to find the missing
angle measures in each triangle
and then write a paragraph
summarizing how they found
the measures.

.YZ
48. ALGEBRA The measure of the second angle of a triangle is three times the
measure of the first, and the measure of the third angle is 25 more than the
measure of the first. Find the measure of each angle. B
@ 42,54,84
@ 31.,93,56 eo 39,87,54
@

zs,as,zo

Feviaw

Identify the indicated type of triangle

Getting Feady for
Losson 4-7

if

Prerequisite Skill Students will
learn about congruent triangles
in Lesson 4-3. They will use
properties of congruent
segments and angles to identify
corresponding parts of
congruent triangles and to prove
congruency between a triangle
and its transformed image. Use
Exercises 59-64 to determine
your students' familiarity with
properties of congruence for
segments and angles.

= aE, Bg =-EC, AC bisects BD,
and. wLAED = 125. (Lesson 4-1)
49. scalene triangles A/ED
SC

50. obtuse triangles LBEC, LAED
51. isosceles triangles ABEC
D

Find the distance between each pair of parallel
ss. y
52. y x+ 6,y x -10

lines.

lLesson 3-6)

-2x+3,A : -2x -7
\ft8units
54.4x-y:20,4x-y:3 \frunits 5s.2x-3y= 9,2x -3y- 4

:

:

:

Vttz

Find x, y, and z in each figure.

(Less'n 3-2)

56.

57.

un;1*

13

58.
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Assessment Options
Quiz (Lessons 4-l and 4-2) is

\zl

tr___>_4c_\

x:

fo,

r-955Oll

:

z:

Writing Draw an acute triangle
with two angles that measure 444
and 56o, an obtuse triangle with
angles 110" and 40o, and an
isosceles triangle sitting on a line

X

@zs
@so

@zz

Open-Ended Assessment

x:

:

x: 16, tl:
z: 42

z: 22

available onp.239 of theChnpter 4
90,

Resource Masters.

28,
112, y
PREREQUISITE SKILL Name the property of congruence that justifies each

34, ll

15,

142

statenrent. lTo review praperties of congruence, see Lessons 2-5 and 2-6.)
ss. LI: t 1 and AE : AB. rellexive
60. lf AB r XY, then XY - AB. symmetric
61. If L1. = L2, tlten L2 = L1.. Symmelri0
62. If L2 = L3 and L3 = L4, then L2 = 24. lransitive
69. If PQ = Xl and XY =-HK, then PQ = ftK. transitive
64. l( AB = co,eo = PQ, and PQ = xY, then AB = xy. transitive

:': n etryonline.com/self_check-q

u

izlf cat
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46. Sample answer: The shape ol a
kite is symmetric. lf ttiangles are
used on one side of the kite,
congruenl lriangles are used on
the opposite side. The wings ol
lhis kite ale made lrom congruent
right triangles. Answers should
include the following.

.

.

By the Thitd Angle Theorem,
lwo angles ol two Gongruent

il

triangles are Gongruent, then
the third angles ol each ttiangle
are c0ngruent.

ll one angle measures 90, the
other two angles are both acute.
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